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Clinical and Other Notes . 

ROYAL NAVAL TROPICAL RESEARCH UNIT 
(Medical Research Council) 

Faculty of Medicine, University of Malaya, Singapore .. 

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES - JANUARY'1949-JULY 1950 
THis laboratory was established in 1948 by the Medical Research Council'~ 

Royal Naval Personnel Research Committee for the pm.-pose of investigating 
in the tropics the effects on human efficiency of working in warm environments; 

. These investigations are a direct extension of exploratory studies c'airied out 
from 1944 onwards at the Council's Hot Climate Research Vnitat the National 
Hospital, Queen Square, London (now dissolved), and Appl1ed Psychology 
Research Unit, Cambridge. ' . 

Since January 1949 experiments have been continued at Singapore by two 
groups of investigators-physiologists and psychologists-who are concerned 
respectively with the measurement of the effects of varying temperature condi
tions on (1) human physical ability to withstand excessive warmth and (2) the 
level of performance achieved by men. engaged in work requiring different types 
of skill. . . 

. STAFF ANn ADMINISTRATION 

The Unit is directed by Surgeon Commander F. P. Ellis, Royal Navy. The 
physiological experiments are supervised by Dr. R. K. Macpherson of the 
Scientific Staff of the National Institute for Medical Research and the 
psychological studies of Mr. R. D. Pepler of the Applied Psychology Research 

. Uriit, Cambridge. The work of these sections isass'ociated closely with con
temporary investigations at the Coune;il's Units for Research in Climatic and 
.Working Efficiency at Oxford, and Applied Psychology at Cambridge, and at 
the National Physical Laboratory .where improved methods for measuring the 
various componerits of the thermal environment are being" developed.' ,. 

The Unit is an Admiralty civil establishment, but the Medical R~search 
Council accepts responsibility for the appointment 0\ the senior scientific 
staff and" for ensuring .adequate scientific co-ordination with other research 
groups .. Interservice liaison is secured by the attachment to the permanent 
scientific staff of Major J. M. Adam, R.A.M:C., of the W:ar Office Medical 
Research Pool and Professor G. P. Crowden and Major A. J. Bullet of the 
Military Personnel Research Committee have attended during experiments of 
a military character as War Office observers. 
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310 Clinical and Other Notes 

'Other w<:Jrkers who participate in the research include Professor R. G. 
Scott MacGregor, Mr. Lee Teow Seng, and Mr. Yap Tien Beng df the 
Physiology Department of the Medica] Faculty ang Dr. YouPoh Seng of the 
Department of Economics of the University of Malaya. ' 

RESEARCH 

Physiology.-During three long investigations (lasting four months, four
and-a-half months ,and five months) the physiologists have observed" three 
different groups, each of 15 men, who were exposed to widely varying 
combinations of air temperature, humidity and air movement whilst carrying 
ou.r standardized work and wearing standardized clothing. Between 1,700 
and 1,800 "4 hour-man" eiperiments have been carried out. The main 
emphasis has been laid on observing, adequate numbers of subjects (a minimum 
pf 3 for each set of conditions investigated), as individuals vary considerably 
in their reactions to climate. The observations have been' confined therefore 
to procedures which were relatively simple technically and ,consisted in the 
main of measurements of body temperatures,pulse-rate and sw~ating rate 
and clinical assessment of fitness, in conjunction with occasional analyses of 
sweat and urine . 

. ' Much of the data which' has been obtained up to now.is being analysed 
in Loridon at the ,Medical Research Council's Statistical Research Unit and 
in the Statistical department at' the University of Oxford. The collated 
r,esultsare not yet available, but it is hoped that sufficient has been done to 
provide' a broad outline of the reactions of young men, naturally acclimatized 
to the tropics, to work at high temperatures for relatively short periods (four 
hours). 

In future the scope of experiments will be restricted "to more limited 
objectives which will permit the use of more elaborate experimental techniques. 
It i,s the intention to examine the effects of radiant heat in addition to the 
effects of repeated exposure to high temperatures, the effects' of sleeping at 
one temperature arid working at another temperature and the quantitative 
relations of the thermal exchanges which take place between a man and 'his 

. environment when naked or dothed in «;lifIererit ways. 
In addition to this fundamental work some research of an applied .nature 

hasheen undertaken which has included ,a preliminary survey of comfort 
sensations in relation to thermal conditions afloat in H.M.S. Unicorn, and 
experiments to determine the physical reactions of'men who have to work 
ilia jungle dimatet~ various prototype uniforms developed for the Ministry 
of Supply arid the United States and Indian Armies, and to the British jungle 
unifoTmused"by the Army in Malaya now. The l:iher ex}?erimerits are'of 
naval interest also, however, as the . material of the new suit 'produced by 
the MinistrY,of Supply 'is the material which was recommended by the Medical 
Research Council for uSe by the Navy during the war for the mimufilcture 
of ,a tropical "action and working" dress. 
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Duririgperiods when investigations on naval ratings were not convenient 
experiments wetearranged in conjunction with the Physiology Department 
of the University to measure the comparative reactions to heat of Chinese; 
Malay and Indian subjects under identical conditions to those to. which 
the British sailors were exposed. Othe~ studies were coIicerned ,with' the 
measurement of basal physiological values for young men acclimatized to 
the tropiCs. All the nav~l subjects ~hopassed through the Unit before 
February 1950 were observed for five days before they took part in. any 
experiments and their basal metabolic rates, resting pulse-rates and blood 
pressures were determined on waking" in the morning and full blood 
examinations were carried out. Theseooservations extended a long, series 
commented by Professor Scott MacGregor in Singapore before the war. The 
data" obtained which are being collated now will probably constitute one of 
the most cqmprehensive surveys of this kind to have been c:arriedout under 
.:::ontrolled conditions in the tropics, and will provide a valuable background 
for future climatic studies. 

Psychology.'--The examination of the effects of temperature on performance 
and alertness has been confined to experiments involving three techniques 
developed during the war at Cambridge. The first of these is a test for :men 
keeping a prolonged lookout arid is known as the "clock" test. The subject 
watches the jerky movements of a clock finger which makes a double jump 
at irregular intervals. When he sees this double jump he presses aCOlitatt 
button and a recording mechanism indicates whether or not he has seen 
the signal and 'also the length of any delay in response. . The second'te&l 
requires the use of an 'instrument known as the "pursuitmeter," and IS a: test 
of "tracking" ability. 'The subJeCt manipulates a handle which controls the 
movefuents of apointer with which he has to foilow the 'movement of another 
pointer which is controlled by the machine. 0, The degree of his' failure to 
align the >pointersaccurately is recorded numerically by the machine. The 
third,test is to record the errors made by trained wireless telegraphy 'operators 
in the reception of, automatically transmitted morse messages. 'Thi.s test 
is particularly promIsing as the naval ratings who take part In it are, highly 
tniiriedfor the work, in that they are already accustomed' .to receiving anything 
up to 300 to 400 auditory stimuli each minute and translating them into 

. written symbols.' . ' . 
, " , -, ' ,<' , , . ' , .~ 

In:addition volunteers for the experiments are, examined by the psychology 
section with techniques which provide information on their intelligence levels' 
which supplements the background of physiological values referred .toabov,e .. 

'When the .~ireless telegraphy experiment is completed in September, the 
preliminary task of the physiology and psychology sections, to re-examine 
in the tropics the .results of experiments on' "artificially acclimatized~'l;.men 

lMen previously accustomed to work at high temperatures by daily expo;~r~e for 
'several weeks. 
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carried out in England during the war, will be completed. Tl1e .next year 
or year and a half's work will be devoted to extending the scope of these 
.earEer studies, and linking ,them more closely wit4 the practical situationl) 
in ships. 

ASTRONAVIGATION 
BY 

Colonel F .. M. RICIIARDSON, D.S.O. 

Late Royd Army Medical Corps 

THE ave~agesoldie:r's knowledge of Stars or Heavenly Bodies is confined to 
the "pin-up"pictures in his billet, but if his interest in tile more cold and distant 
variety can be stimuhited it will obviously be of great value to him as an aid 
to navigation by night. One's position can be fixed astronomically to within 
ahlmdred yards by experts, and by less expert people. to within about a 
mile, provided the necessary time and equipment are available. We do not 
of· course need to be so highly trained as this but a certain amount' of know
ledge of the Stars is invaluable for Direction keeping in Night marches. Stars 
can be used either alone or combined with the use of the compass as navi
gational aids. The most convenient guiding mark during a night march 
may be a star; in fact oh a very dark night a star may 'be the only possible 
guiding mark. No knowledge of astronomy is needed in. order to be able 
to choose a 'star on the required bearing, hut unless one keeps one's' eyes 
constantly fixed upon it, which is extremely tiring, it is very easy to' lose 
,the, chosen star and -to march on another and possibly misleading star. If, 
however, one has a little knowledge of. Stars and Constellations 'and can fix 

.in one's mind the position of one's guiding star in relation to some well
lfnown s~r Of- constellation this risk of getting it confused with others is 
,greatly reduced. Fora guiding . mark one should select a star. between ,10 
,and J5 degrees aboye the horizQn .. Below 10 degrees stars .tendtobe lost in 
.,haze, whilst .those above 15 degrees may change their bearing more rapidly, 
.. and if they are used the bearing .. ,mustbe-che:cked more. often. Ill;: this con- ' 
nexionJit is convenient to remember that the altitude of the Pole Star above 
the horizon.is always equal to the latitude of the place from whichit is 
'observed, e.g. {rpm the latitude 30. degxees the ,.anglefrom th~ P()le Star ,t.o 

. 'the ,eye' and the horizon,. is. 30 degrees. . Degrees can be roughly .• measured 
hjusing the.outstretched hand in which the distance between the fully. ex
tended fingers is about 18 degrees. With the .clenched fist the distance from 
the first to the. second knuckle~joint. is about 3' degrees, fron: tht; first '1:aili~ 
third knuckle-joint 5 degrees, and from the first to the fourth kimckle-joint 

.8 qegrees. Ef}~ter1y stars are <ilways rising and westerlyonessettingy§!t:that 
when marching East one should choose a new star when the first choice gets 
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